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 How igus® makes automated guided vehicles more fail-safe 

 

The use of automated guided vehicles (AGVs) in factories and warehouses is booming. They work around the 

clock, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. For AGV manufacturers, achieving maximum uptime is a challenge, 

which can be overcome by using reliable and maintenance-free components.  

 

“iglidur tribopolymer bearings, which are used in the tilting devices and scissor lifts of AGVs, are up to 60 percent 

lighter than metal bearings,” says Robert Dumayne, dry-tech director at igus. “Fibres and fillers reinforce the 

bearings for absorbing high forces and edge loads. And integrated solid lubricants ensure a maintenance-free 

dry operation.” 

 

In addition to plain bearings, the AGV range from igus includes linear, slewing ring, spherical and ball bearings, 

as well as electrically driven leadscrew modules. Global manufacturer Knapp Industry Solutions has benefitted 

from using the igus AGV range in its ‘Open Shuttle’ - a vehicle that drives autonomously through factory halls 

and transports boxes between roller conveyors. The roller tray of the Open Shuttle is flexible and able to adapt 

easily to different transfer heights via two drylin SLW leadscrew modules. Each are equipped with iglidur liners 

and leadscrew nuts to achieve high reliability and a long service life.  

 

Installation space in AGVs is also often limited; here igus energy chains with very small bend radii, such as the 

E2 micro with an inner height of 5mm, can be used. igus also has matching e-chain cables in its product range, 

with or without connectors, including ones that can be used in AGVs operating in cold storage at temperatures 

down to -35°C. As the only provider capable of offering a unique guarantee of 36 months on its cables, igus 

gives AGV manufacturers and their customers additional peace of mind. 

 

For more information about the igus AGV product range, please visit:  

<a href="www.igu.co.uk/igusAGV">www.igu.co.uk/igusAGV</a> or call igus directly on: 01604 677240 

 

igus resources: 

 LiveChat with our technical team at igus.co.uk 

 Follow us at twitter.com/igusUK  

 Watch our videos at igus.co.uk/YouTube 

 Connect to us at igus.co.uk/Facebook  

 Read our blog at blog.igus.co.uk 



 

 

 
 
About igus: 

Based in Northampton in the UK and with global headquarters in Cologne, Germany, igus is a leading 

international manufacturer of energy chain systems and polymer plain bearings. The family-run 

company is represented in 35 countries and employs 4,150 people around the world. In 2018, igus 

generated a turnover of 748 million euros with motion plastics, plastic components for moving 

applications. 

 

With plastic bearing experience since 1964, cable carrier experience since 1971 and continuous-flex cable 

experience since 1989, igus provides the right solution based on 100,000 products available from stock, with 

between 1,500 and 2,500 new product introductions each year. igus operates the largest test laboratories and 

factories in its sector to offer customers quick turnaround times on innovative products and solutions tailored to 

their needs. 

 

The terms igus, Apiro, chainflex, CFRIP, conprotect, CTD, drylin, dry-tech, dryspin, easy chain, e-chain, e-chain 

systems, e-ketten, e-kettensysteme, e-skin, flizz, ibow, igear, iglidur, igubal, kineKIT, manus, motion plastics, 

pikchain, plastics for longer life, readychain, readycable, ReBeL, speedigus, triflex, robolink, and xiros are 

protected by trademark laws in the Federal Republic of Germany and internationally, where applicable. 

 

All other registered trademarks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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